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FULL SPECTRUM






100% THC FREE









Full Spectrum means that the hemp extract contains all of the cannabinoids naturally found in hemp, including a small amount of THC (0.3% or less, as legally allowed).





THC Free refers to the same blend as our Full Spectrum, but with the THC removed. The remaining full range of cannabinoids (minus THC) is kept intact.


NOTE: For more information about Full Spectrum vs. THC Free Oils, contact our support at 502-395-6446 or read more on our FAQ page.
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Fast Shipping


Plus free returns make shopping easier. See Details

 



 

Contact Us


Have a question or just want to say hi? We're here to help!

 





















Your subscription could not be saved. Please try again.













You are in! Welcome to our family! Use coupon: Welcome20 for 20% off your next purchase!











Newsletter & Coupons








Subscribe to our newsletter and stay updated with new information and coupon discounts!












Enter your email address to subscribe










Provide your email address to subscribe. For e.g abc@xyz.com
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FDA Disclaimer 



This product is not for use by or sale to persons under the age of 18. This product should be used only as directed on the label. It should not be used if you are pregnant or nursing. Consult with a physician before use if you have a serious medical condition or use prescription medications. A doctor's advice should be sought before using this and any supplemental dietary product. All trademarks and copyrights are property of their respective owners and are not affiliated with nor do they endorse this product. These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. By using this site you agree to follow the Privacy Policy and all Terms & Conditions printed on this site. Void where prohibited by law. Products on this site contain no more than 0.3% THC.
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Active Coupon: 

Coupon discounts show in shopping cart
OK








This item is a raw goods product and you must have an account and be logged in to add this to your cart and purchase. 


Click here to login






Terms of Sale


1. All sales are final.


2. All orders will be cancelled in 24 hours if payment is not received.


3. Isolate containers are vacuum packed and need to be stored in a cool dry place.
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1. This order will remain active for 24 hours. 

2. If wire is not completed, it will automatically cancel the request. 

3. For Questions please call 502-398-6446
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Regular Strength Oils


Customers take Regular Strength Oils to distribute CBD throughout the body for health and wellness. Regular Strength Oils are the most popular CBD product due to the best absorption into the bloodstream.

Our bottles will last about 2 months given one takes a 1mL daily dose. For dosage information go to the (Learn/How To Use) section on our Menu.





Extra Strength Oils


Customers take our Extra Strength Oils to distribute a higher CBD level for health and wellness. Our 3000mg bottles contain 50mg/ml servings.

Customers typically try this bottle for more serious issues, or they are regular CBD users seeking the best price per milligram.

Our bottles will last about 2 months given one takes a 1ml daily dose or 4 months given 1/2ml daily dose. For dosage information go to the (Learn/How To Use) section on our menu.





Clinical Strength Oils


Customers take our Clinical Strength Oil to distribute the highest value CBD amount we offer for health and wellness. The Clinical Strength Oil is our highest concentration of CBD Oil for the most severe issues.

Customers typically try this bottle for more serious issues, or they are regular CBD users seeking the best price per milligram.

Our bottles will last about 2 months given one takes a 1ml daily dose. For dosage information go to the (Learn/How To Use) section on our menu.





Salves & Oils for Aches


Customers use our quality salves and oils to topically deliver relief medicine to specific problem areas. These products are commonly tried on joints, hands, feet, back/spine, neck and elbows.





Gummies


Customers prefer CBD gummies  when convenience and mobility are an issue. Those who take a mid-day dose, may take oil in the morning but may pack a gummy or two for work, a hiking trip, golf, or yoga.

Our CBD gummies are all-natural and vegan. No animal by-products have been used to make our candies. Each gummy has 25mg of CBD and contains no THC.





Pet Products


Use our Pet Advantage Oil for the general health and wellness of your pet. Our oils are the most popular CBD product for human consumption and your pet should take it too.

Start small. We recommend starting with 1/4ml daily. You may see results in a day or two. Adjust usage from there as needed.

Our bottles will last about 2 months given one takes a 1ml daily dose.





Beauty Products


Customers use our beauty products to give their skin premium treatments. Our CBD beauty products are all paraben and mineral oil free. Our Essential 14 products have natural scents formulated by doctors specifically for dermatology and will leave your skin feeling and smelling great all day.





CBD Isolate


Customers use our CBD isolate to make their own products or to strengthen existing product. Adding CBD isolate is the most affordable way strengthen the CBD content of an oil or salve. Customers also sprinkle small amounts of isolate on human or pet foods to get their daily CBD. Contact support for larger quantities if desired.





 Skin Repair 


The Extract Wellness Rust Proof Skin Repair Kit is the best and fastest way to improve troubled areas like dry skin on elbows, knees and dry cracked hands/fingers or feet. The doctor formulated essential oils and healing ingredients do not clog pores and quickly soak in to improve the skins chemical makeup. Apply the oil and wait about 10 minutes for it to penetrate the skin. Then apply the uniquely formulated Moisture Sealing Lotion to add additional moisture and seal the upper skin layer to maximize the healing process. Use for one to two weeks for repair. Use as needed for maintenance. 
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